BEFORE USING THE DEVICE, PLEASE READ THE FOLLOWING INSTRUCTIONS COMPLETELY AND CAREFULLY. CORRECT APPLICATION IS VITAL TO THE PROPER FUNCTIONING OF THE DEVICE.

INDICATIONS: For Patella Femoral (knee cap) disorders

1) Grasp edges of the sleeve at the larger opening. Pull sleeve on to the knee so that the opening of the knee is centered on the knee cap (on open patella).

USE AND CARE:

Hand wash in cold water with mild detergent. Air dry. Avoid direct heat or sun. This product is intended for use on a single patient.

CAUTION: Support should be worn as directed.

WARNING: If you experience any pain, swelling, sensation changes, or any unusual reactions while using this product, consult your medical professional immediately.

WARNING: Neoprene supports should not be worn by individuals with known susceptibility to dermatitis or allergies to neoprene by-products.